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Preface
Historically, The City of Red Deer disposed municipal solid waste (MSW) via multiple
disposal sites within the municipal boundaries. Six historic waste disposal sites were
commissioned and operated by the City of Red Deer and three historic waste disposal
sites were operated by others (Red Deer County and private operators) and through the
municipal land annexation process, the three sites now lie within the boundary of the city.
In the Alberta Municipal Government Act, specifically Section 13 of the Subdivision and
Development Regulation AR 43/2002 specifies a minimum distance (setback) between an
operating or closed landfill to certain types of land developments, namely residential,
food establishment, school or hospital. This regulation includes provisions for the
Provincial Deputy Minister to consider a request to vary the minimum setback for a
specific development application, provided the local municipal subdivision or
development authority supports the proponent's specific development application.
Currently, the City of Red Deer does not have a formal review process to address
proposed developments that encroach on these former waste disposal sites and
determined that this state of affair can be a significant deterrent to specific types of
developments and redevelopments. The City continues to receive development and
subdivision applications for lands that lie wholly or partially within the regulatory
setback.
The City of Red Deer has taken a position of leadership to resolving the challenges
arising from this regulation for future developments within the city. This project
(Contract No. CI 1-266) is a key step towards establishing a structured review process for
future subdivision and development applications which encroach onto the identified
historic waste disposal sites.
The goal is to adapt a more effective review process for specific future subdivision and
developments applications while preserving an appropriate/equivalent level of protection
for all stakeholders.
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Summary List of Historic Waste Disposal Sites
Historic Waste Site

Estimated Year(s)
of Operation

Status

Legal Address

1 Red Deer College

1970-1972

CL

Ptn SE 08-38-27 W4M

2 Red Deer Motors

1967-1968

CL

Ptn SE 08-38-27 W4M

3 Great West Adventure Park

1914-1948

CL

Ptn N 17-38-27 W4M

1965-1967

CL

Ptn E 21-38-27 W4M

5 Montfort

1968-1969

CL

Ptn NE 20-38-27 W4M

6 Convent Hill

1925-1926

SUS

Ptn SE 20 + SE 21-38-27 W4M

7 Riverside Light

N/A

CL

Ptn NW 21-38-27 W4M

8 McKenzie Trail Recreation Area

1965

CL

Ptn E 28-38-27 W4M

9 Riverside Dry Waste

1991-2007

CL

Most NE + Partial SE 33-38-27 W4M

10 Hamilton

1959-1965

CL

Ptn NW 04-39-27 W4M

11 Chiles

2000-2007

SUS

Ptn SE 03-39-37 W4M

12 Pomerleau

1993-1995

SUS

Ptn NE 02-39-27 W4M

1968 - 1969

REC

NE 33-38-27 W4M

4

13

Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive
High School

Riverside (Waste Water
Treatment Plant)

Notes:
1) CL - Closed, inactive
2) SUS - Suspect, to be confirmed
3) REC - Reclaimed
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, The City of Red Deer has utilized multiple locations for the management and
disposal of wastes generated within the municipality. It is understood, at the time Tiamat was
commissioned, up to ten (10) historic waste disposal sites were within the municipal boundaries
of the City. Previously, in 2007, The Management at The City of Red Deer commissioned a
consultant to prepare a Phase I ESA for eight of the nine identified historic waste disposal sites.
In 2009, The City reclaimed the Riverside Landfill to facilitate the development of the section of
the ring road near the Wastewater Treatment Plant.
More recently in the fall of 2009, The City annexed land from Red Deer County. Within the
annexed lands, three (3) other known or suspected historic waste disposal sites were identified.
The known waste site is on privately owned property. The other two suspected waste sites lie on
privately owned land.
A key objective of this Phase I ESA work is to determine potential environmental concerns
arising from the historic waste disposal site relative to the adjacent lands and the existing
developments and land uses. Results of the Phase I ESA would assist in developing a sitespecific work scope to address the identified environmental concerns. This phased approach is
intended to gather information for each site to better understand the environmental concerns
associated with the historic waste disposal sites relative to existing land uses and potential future
development applications on land adjacent to the historic waste disposal site.

1.1

Scope of Work Phase I ESA

Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd. (Tiamat) was authorized to conduct a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of a parcel of land located within the City of Red Deer,
Alberta. The specific objective of the Phase I ESA is to update a previous study and to determine
whether potential environmental liabilities exist resulting from past or present activities on the
site. The Phase I ESA comprises of conducting a review of past activities on the site and the
adjacent lands. This report presents our scope of work, a summary of results and our professional
opinion respecting the environmental quality at the site. It is understood this Phase I ESA is a
component of review for environmental due diligence and this report may be used for a proposed
business transaction.
The process of evaluation is based on review of the historic and present uses of the site and
adjacent lands. The scope of work for this Phase I ESA update is in general accordance with
CSA Z768-01 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment and includes the following tasks.
• Conduct a historical review of the site and adjacent properties. The review will include a
search of previous registered landowners, aerial photographs, business listings and, if
required, property record checks from municipal and provincial regulatory agencies.
• Compile and review published information respecting the environmental setting of the
site (topography, surface geology, and related hydrogeology).
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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• Site reconnaissance with specific focus on the physical features of the site including (if
appropriate) an on-site interview with the property owner, a visual check for sumps,
underground storage tanks, site drainage, and related environmental concerns.
•

Prepare a report presenting the information collected from the Phase I ESA update. The
report will state an opinion as to the present environmental condition of the site with
respect to potential environmental concerns.

Authorization to proceed with this assessment was provided by The City of Red Deer.

2.0

GENERAL INFORMATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The past approaches for waste disposal by the municipalities (Village of North Red Deer, The
City of Red Deer and The County of Red Deer) along with past annexations of land by The City
of Red Deer have caused several waste disposal sites to be situated in various locations within
the current boundaries of The City of Red Deer. Urban developments and land use designations
on and adjacent to these historic waste disposal sites have been managed in accordance with the
Province of Alberta Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act Waste Control Regulation
192/1996 and the Municipal Government Act subdivision and Development Regulation 43/2002.
Some of the historic waste disposal sites are adjacent to the Red Deer River or in the immediate
vicinity of a water body (Gaetz Lakes, Waskasoo Creek, Hazlett Lake). The proximity of the
water bodies increases the potential environmental sensitivity for an adverse effect. Similarly,
urban development including utility infrastructures become potential receptors for an adverse
effect from landfill leachate and soil gas. Structurally, ground surfaces overlying buried waste
have generally exhibited non-uniform rate and magnitude of settlement creating foundation
concerns for fixed structures.

2.1

Regional Geology and Hydrogeology

Regional geologic and hydrogeology information were obtained from various published reports.
• Geological Survey of Canada Open File 5535, Paskapoo Groundwater Study Part IV:
Detailed outcrop measured sections of the Paskapoo Formation in the Red Deer region,
Alberta, A.P. Hamblin, 2007.
• Alberta Geological Society, Hydrogeology and Stress Regime of the Upper CretaceousTertiary Coal-Bearing Strata in Alberta, EUB/AGS Earth Sciences Report 2002-04, S.
Bachu and K. Michael
• Geological Map of Alberta published by Alberta Geological Survey, February, 1999.
• Alberta Research Council Bulletin 31 - Hydrogeology of Red Deer and Vicinity by G.M.
Gabert, 1975.
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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•

Hydrogeology of the Red Deer Area, Alberta, Earth Sciences Report 71-01, E.G. Le
Breton, 1971.

•

Soil Survey of Red Deer Sheet, Report No. 16, Experimental Farms Service, Ottawa,
W.E. Bowser, T.W. Peters, J.D. Newton, 1951.

The City of Red Deer and area are located within the Red Deer River drainage basin in the
western Alberta Plains. The Red Deer River valley is the principal drainage way. The fertile
black soil in the region (Penhold Loam) is of alluvial lacustrine origin. The Penhold Loam is a
well-drained fine sandy loam classified as Chernozemic. It is generally stone free and in natural
areas, is typically 1.5 m thick, more or less.
The local topography is characterized with gentle slopes bordered on the east and west by
uplands and incised at its lowest part by the valley of the Red Deer River. The Tertiary bedrock
consists of sequences of alternating shale and sandstone of the Paskapoo Formation whereas the
Quaternary deposits consist of drift deposits of clay, silt, gravel and sand. Published information
indicates the banks of the Red Deer River comprise of dirty gravel with thickness ranging from 6 to
12 m, more or less. The Paskapoo Formation underlies the gravel sediments. This non-marine
bedrock is composed of mudstone, siltstone and sandstone. The formation of the Rocky Mountains
subjected the Paskapoo Formation to a regional stress-induced fracture pattern. Generally, the
fracture pattern resembles a series of vertical fractures that trend southwest to northeast,
perpendicular to the Rocky Mountains. A report from the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board
EUB/AGS Earth Sciences Report 2002-04, suggest the pattern of fractures may be complemented
with sub-horizontal fractures resulting from conjugate fracture patterns, differential stress release or
pressure release events. In the valley, lies pre-glacial Saskatchewan gravels and sand. Terrace
gravels hydraulically connected to the Red Deer River is known resource of groundwater.
Surficial soils comprises largely of poorly to moderately sorted sand, silt and gravel with a
varying amount of clay. The fluvial sediments generally have obscure bedding planes. Medium
to coarse sized gravel with cross-bedded sand have been documented. There is a hydrologic
relation between the gravel deposit and the Red Deer River. Pending local sediment and flow
dynamics some sections of the Red Deer River may experience an influent flow pattern. Where
water entering the gravel bed yielding bank storage. The bank storage is typically gradually
released when the river becomes effluent, usually between July and August. These seasonal
fluctuations of the river level have notable influences with the magnitude and direction of
groundwater. Discharges generally occur at some point downstream from the point of entry.
The regional groundwater generally follows the bedrock topography. It should be noted that local
topography, geology, land development and soil disturbances may influence the local movement
and pattern of groundwater and in conjunction; groundwater levels may fluctuate seasonally and
in response to climatic conditions. The shallow pattern of flow can also be influenced by the
physical attributes of the fluvial sediments and the glacially formed Red Deer River Valley.
These geological features intrinsically impart local flow path heterogeneities, which can lead to
potential preferential flow paths.

Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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A significant buried valley and aquifer resource trending northeastward through the city has been
partially mapped and lies in the SE 28-38-27 W4M (McKenzie Trail and Riverside). This buried
valley extends to a depth of 21 m, more or less and may extend to the south into north portions of
21-28-27 W4M. It is understood, mapping of this buried valley is incomplete.
The dominant type of near-surface groundwater in the Paskapoo Formation in the area of
assessment is sodium bicarbonate. Notable concentrations of sodium sulfate type groundwater
have also been reported. The quality of groundwater for potable use is generally suitable to
depths of 300 m on the west side of Red Deer and decreases to 90 m, more or less in the east.
Areas of recharge (downward flow) in unsaturated heterogeneous sediments include most areas
above the river and creek valleys, whereas; the river valleys will generally exhibit discharge. The
distribution of groundwater in the area can also be influenced by the local geology, topographic
relief, areas of artesian flow, springs and reasonable yielding water source wells.
Numerous permanent surface water features within The City of Red Deer and vicinity include
Red Deer River, Waskasoo Creek, Gaetz Lakes, Hazlett Lake, Bower Ponds (result of formerly
mining gravel resources), various sloughs in the fringe areas of the city and an assortment of
other smaller creeks and springs. These water bodies can be relevant to the environmental
sensitivity of the site assessment.

2.2

Background and Land Use Planning Process

Presently, the landfill setback for land development is established in the Alberta Municipal
Government Act, specifically Section 13 of the Subdivision and Development Regulation AR
43/2002.
Notwithstanding the setback allowances stipulated in Section 13, the City does not have a formal
process to address proposed developments that encroach on former waste disposal sites.
Consequently, one of the key objectives from the results of this project is to utilize the findings
of this project to assist the City in developing and/or amending the subdivision and development
review process. With an objective to preserving an appropriate/equivalent level of protection for
all stakeholders.

3.0

SITE DESCRIPTION AND SURROUNDING LAND USE

This section provides general information of the site including a brief description of the location,
surrounding land use and notable environmental condition(s) specific to the site.
The site involving the historic disposal of municipal sanitary waste was reportedly divided into a
south and north parcel and located in a portion of the SE and NE quarters in 21-38-27-W4M. The
current interpreted area encompassing the historic waste disposal area is segmented into the
following three lots: portion of Lot S Plan 4154S, portion of Lot 1MR Plan 852 0510 and portion
of Lot 4ER Plan 912 0819. The historic waste disposal area is bounded by a school running track
on the south, the environmental reserve followed by an oxbow lake (the westerly Gaetz Lake) on
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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the east and the Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive High School (LTCHS) on the west. Land
bounding a portion of the west and north sides of the waste area is currently an open
undeveloped field along with the environmental reserve which brackets the oxbow lake. Further
west is the River Glen School and Kerry Wood Nature Centre followed by The Red Deer River.
Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive High School lies within 30 m, more or less of the interpreted
area of the historic waste area. Other developments nearby include various public institutions and
residential houses.
A site plan showing the current surrounding land uses is presented as Figure 1. Further details
observed during a site visit is summarised in Section 4.
Within the boundary of the site, there is no noted direction of principal overland flow or surface
run-off control measures. There are no obvious environmental concerns for surface water run-off
or run-on at the site. The site is mapped outside of the 100-year flood fringe (Environment
Canada and Alberta Environmental Protection, Edition 1, 1995).
Two (2) permanent surface water bodies, Gaetz Lakes (pair of oxbow lakes) and The Red Deer
River are situated east and west of the site respectively. The site and immediate area lie within a
zone of groundwater discharge with an upward component of flow to the lake and the river. The
river flows from a south to north easterly direction while ground topography indicates the oxbow
lake approximately follows the elevation of The Red Deer River.

3.1

Site History

This section describes the results of reviewing select sources of historic information pertaining to
the site and the surrounding area. Information compiled was evaluated in a structured sequence
with the intent to reasonably and as accurately practical for assessing the period of time and the
involved area utilized for the historic waste disposal activity. The specific information resources
include historic aerial photographs, survey plans, land title records and municipal and provincial
records.

3.2

Supplemental Information - Previous ESA Information

Previous environmental investigations for the site and the high school facility have been
conducted by various consultants since June 2004. Key highlights extracted from the documents
listed below are summarised in this section. Our interpretation and commentary for the reviewed
information are presented in Section 5. For this Phase I ESA, the following reports were perused
by Tiamat.
•

Gaetz Lake Sanctuary/Michener Centre Geotechnical Site Assessment, Red Deer,
Alberta, September 3, 1998 prepared by AGRA Earth & Environmental Limited.

Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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•

Phase 2 Environmental Site Investigation, Landfill at Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive
High School Property, SE21-38-27 W4M, Red Deer, Alberta, June 2004. Prepared by
Parkland Geotechnical Consulting Limited.

•

Landfill Gas Control Proposal and Risk Management Plan for the Former Landfill in SE
21-38-27 W4M, Near Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive High School, Red Deer, Alberta,
August 30, 2004. Prepared by Parkland Geotechnical Consulting Limited.

•

Summary Report Former City Landfill Site Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive High
School Property, Part of SE21-38-27 W4M, Red Deer, Alberta, March 20, 2007.
Prepared by Stantec Consulting Ltd. and Parkland Geotechnical Consulting Limited.
•

Phase 2 Environmental Site Assessment, River Glen School Lands, Red Deer, Alberta,
November, 2008. Prepared by Parkland Geotechnical Consulting Ltd.

•

Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive High School, 2011 Gas Monitoring Program, October,
31,2011. Prepared by Parkland Geotechnical Consulting Ltd.

•

Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive High School, 2013 Gas Monitoring Program, June 3,
2013. Prepared by Parkland Geotechnical Consulting Ltd.

The above noted documents, as provided by The City of Red Deer and the Red Deer Public
School District No. 104 are presented in an e-file format in the Data-CD in Appendix A. The key
points from each report are summarised below.
The Reader should note that some information presented in the above noted reports could not be
verified and may be considered anecdotal information or opinions of the authors of the respective
reports.
•

The geotechnical assess of the Gaetz Lake Sanctuary/Michener Centre was performed for
The City of Red Deer to assess the stability of a slop along the escarpment of the river
valley, provide a recommendation for a development set-back from top-of-bank and an
impact assessment for residential development on the water levels in the Gaetz Lakes.
Notwithstanding the geotechnical findings and recommendations from this geotechnical
assessment, the information pertaining to the water levels in the Gaetz Lakes was deemed
relevant to this Phase I ESA.
o Inflow and outflow of groundwater from the lakes was viewed as a dynamic
process influenced by soil permeability, precipitation, level of The Red Deer
River, surface water run-in and evaporation,
o Presence of pervious gravel beneath the lakes creates a hydraulic-connection
between the lakes and the river. With lake levels tending to respond directly
(though in an attenuated manner) to changes in the level of The Red Deer River.

•

The June 2004 Phase 2 environmental site investigation was commissioned by the Red
Deer Public Schools District No. 104. The objective was to assess the potential risks to
the school and proposed expansion of the school facilities from the historic waste

Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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disposal area. An evaluation of the long-term impacts to down gradient receptors between
the historic waste disposal area and The Red Deer River was beyond the scope of the
investigation.
o Groundwater was encountered at about 3 m below the ground surface and the
northerly horizontal flow was interpreted to be practically negligible.
o No notable VOCs or methane was measured at wells up to 70 m from the waste
area.
o Recommendations for a soil vapour interception trench, future monitoring,
mitigative measures for the construction of a storm sewer and the school
expansion were also presented.
•

The August 2004 proposal and risk management plan was commissioned by the Red
Deer Public Schools District No. 104. This document was to support an application to
relax the generic 300 m setback such that the school expansion could proceed.
o Thickness of fill (loam and silty clay) overlying the deposit of historic waste
appears to range between 0.5 m to 2 m, more or less.
o Interpreted stratigraphic cross section suggests portion of the waste to lie below
the groundwater table.

•

The March 2007 Summary Report was commissioned by The City of Red Deer. The
objective was to consolidate information associated with the historic waste disposal area
in order to formulate a qualitative statement of risk to human health.
o The report identified The Red Deer River as a potential receptor to leachate from
the historic waste disposal area and concluded no urgent actions to further assess
human health risk.

•

Group2 Architecture Engineering Ltd. contracted the Phase 2 ESA for the sole purpose of
supporting a proposed subdivision and redevelopment of the school land that is adjacent
to the historic waste disposal site.
o The Phase 2 investigation included the installation of seven groundwater
monitoring wells. However, no explanation was provided on why four wells were
apparently decommissioned or which wells remain on the school land.
o There is an interpretative discrepancy stated in the report concerning the
conclusion and recommendation. The report concludes the risk from leachate and
methane migration to a proposed development is (qualitatively) low. However, a
recommendation to conduct further testing and implement mitigative measures (as
required) to reduce the risk and liability.

•

The 2011 Gas Monitoring Program was performed on behalf of the Red Deer Public
School District No. 104. The letter does not indicate the objective of the gas monitoring
program.
o Tabulated results and a figure showing the relative location of each monitoring
well. There was a subjective opinion with no analytical evaluation or discussion
of the results.

Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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• The 2013 Gas Monitoring Program was performed on behalf of the Red Deer Public
School District No. 104. The letter does not indicate the objective of the gas monitoring
program.
o Tabulated results and a figure showing the relative location of each monitoring
well. There was a subjective opinion with no analytical evaluation or discussion
of the results.
o A recommendation to continue the bi-annual monitoring was provided.

3.3

Historic Land Titles

Information obtained from the Alberta Attorney General Land Title Office was used to
determine the historical and present owner(s) of the site. The search period was selected on the
basis of encompassing the time period immediately before the start of the historic disposal
activity to the present.
The land titles were reviewed in the context of ownership and cross referenced to the associated
registered survey plans. This information was then applied with information gleaned from select
historic aerial photographs. Other information, where available, was considered in developing
the interpretation of the relative location and first-order approximation of the buried historic
waste referenced to the current subdivision plan.
The reviewed land titles did not list any outstanding environmental control order or associated
encumbrances associated with the previous or current owners of the site. Presently, Lot S, the
school grounds, belongs to the Red Deer Public School District No. 104. Lots IMR and 4ER
which borders Gaetz Lakes and Red Deer Bird Sanctuary is registered to The City of Red Deer.
A summary of the historic land titles and a copy of the current registered owner of the site are
presented in Appendix B.
A copy of the historic titles and referenced survey plans are provided in an e-file format on a
Data-CD in Appendix A.

3.4

Historical Review

Historic land titles, local business directories and municipal archives have been reviewed to
verify land use and reported ownership. Acknowledgement for the disposal of sanitary waste for
the purpose of fill material to build-up an area for the school football field was issued by the
School District in October 1965. Documentation from the Health Region, waste disposal permit
was issued on September 9, 1964. Copies of the relevant correspondence are provided in the
Data-CD in Appendix A.
Aerial photographs from 1949 to 2010 have been reviewed and a summary is presented in Table
1. The June 2004 Phase 2 site investigation suggests the site was divided into two historic waste
disposal areas, a north area and a south area containing municipal sanitary waste and the central
area to have dry construction debris. Both areas are situated adjacent to the school property and
the westerly oxbow lake. Reviewed aerial photographs show a contiguous ground disturbance
and indicators of the municipal waste being a single area rather than two distinct areas.
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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The 1950 aerial photograph shows the apparent ground disturbance may be attributed to the
construction of the vocational school. Observations from reviewed aerial photographs seem to be
consistent with the period of historic activity associated with the disposal of waste at the site.
A 2010 orthographic image of the site and adjacent land was provided by Engineering Services
of The City of Red Deer. This orthographic image has been overlaid by the legal lot plan as
Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates the interpreted area of the historic waste disposal activities. As
shown, the interpreted area subject to historic waste disposal lies within the three subdivided lots.

3.5

Municipal and Provincial Government Records

An information record search to municipal and provincial regulatory agencies for environmental
concerns was limited to the Alberta Environmental Law Centre (ELC), the City of Red Deer
Engineering Services and Municipal Archives, the Environmental Health Department of Alberta
Health Services and information resources available from Alberta Environment and Sustainable
Resource Development (ESRD), formerly Alberta Environment and Water.
It should be noted various regulatory databases may not be the sole source of environmental
information and commonly reflect a given time period going forward. For instance, ELC
contains information pertaining to the environmental enforcement history of a commercial
company from the period of the mid-1970s to the present.
The database at the ELC and AHS indicate no records of enforcement actions issued for the
current and previous owners of the site. Copies of the responses are presented in Appendix B.
ESRD water well database was searched for a radius of about 805 m (a quarter-section land
parcel) relative to the parcel of land containing the historic waste disposal site. The database
indicates thirty seven (37) water source wells registered within the search radius. There was no
well listed in the SE 21-38 and one well in the NE 21-38. The remaining 36 listed water source
wells are listed in the adjacent quarter sections. A summary of the noted water source wells and
the respective well logs is presented in Appendix B. It should be noted the identified water wells
have not been field verified.

4.0

SITE RECONNAISSANCE

This section summarizes observations made during a site visit on Tuesday, March 27, 2012.
Select photographs of the site visit are presented in Appendix C.

4.1

Exterior Conditions

A visit to the school grounds indicates the west side of the school is developed for surface
parking; whereas the north side of the school property is an open area with field grass.
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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The area of the historic waste disposal activity (site) has been re-grassed and is an open field.
Bounding the easterly margin of the site is a natural park area followed by the oxbow lake. The
west margin of the site adjoins an open undeveloped and vacant parcel of land followed by the
River Glen School and the Kerry Wood Nature Centre. The Red Deer River flows in a northnortheast direction. Some minor amount of wind-blown litter was noted.
Twenty (20) monitoring wells were noted in the vicinity of the natural area. It is understood
these wells may be tested by a consultant for the school district. The ground surface overlying
the historic waste has clearly settled in an uneven manner. This observation suggests the integrity
of the soil cover has likely been compromised. The most significant concern for the soil cover is
the ability to minimize the infiltration of precipitation and the consequent generation of leachate.
No obvious adverse conditions have been observed on the site within close proximity to the high
school and surface water bodies. Nonetheless, there is a potential for leachate to migrate to The
Red Deer River and the westerly Gaetz Lake. Generally, the exterior site conditions appear
reasonably maintained and tidy.
4.2

Interior Conditions

There are no buildings or surface structures on the site. The site visit shows at least two
manholes believed to be housing a soil vapour extraction system. No information concerning
these systems has been made available to Tiamat. The noted systems are situated between the
historic waste disposal area and the school building.

4.3

Adjacency Concerns

Developments in proximity (300 m) to the site include two schools, a public institution and
several residential homes. The Red Deer River and Gaetz Lakes may also be adversely impacted
by subsurface soil vapours and leachate sourced from the historic waste disposal area.

5.0

DISCUSSION

This section presents our interpretation of the information published in the reports from previous
environmental investigations at this site.
The historic waste disposal activity at the site occurred over a period of about two years, between
1965 and 1967. Documentation indicates The City of Red Deer with acknowledgement from the
Health Region and the local School District undertook the placement of sanitary waste onto this
site. Anecdotal information suggests municipal sanitary waste (MSW) was placed into two waste
disposal areas while some information suggests the two areas may have converged into one
larger area. Some uncertainty exists due to the limitations of available historic aerial
photographs, municipal and regulatory records. The historic waste profile is considered to be
primarily MSW and lesser amounts of construction debris. Reclamation actions consisted of the
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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placement of clay soil over the waste material followed by top dressing a loam and seed mixture
to produce a re-vegetated natural setting.
The proximity of The Red Deer River relative to the historic disposal areas is of notable concern.
The topography and relative location of Gaetz Lakes may have a lesser potential for an adverse
impact by the historic waste material.
Within the last decade or so, previous planning by the School District to expand the Lindsay
Thurber Comprehensive High School facilities included investigations to determine whether the
historic waste would have an adverse impact to the existing and proposed expansion of the
school facilities.
The decomposition of sanitary waste materials (specifically the organics) will yield a plume of
subsurface soil vapour. This type of soil vapour would typically compose of a mixture of
methane, carbon dioxide and lesser amounts of other VOCs. The migration potential for soil
vapour is governed by subsurface gas pressure differentials, soil porosity and local groundwater
conditions. The rate of generation of soil vapour from decomposing MSW is a function of the
composition of the waste material and many geochemical and environmental factors.
According to the 2011 and 2013 Parkland Geotechnical reports, reported fluctuations of the level
of landfill gas from on-site monitoring seems to be contingent upon the spring thaw. In our
opinion, the natural venting of soil vapour is influenced by soil texture, soil moisture content,
effective porosity soil gas pressure and degassing from leachate. Frozen ground conditions and
water saturated soil retard natural venting. The concentration and composition of the soil vapour
is a complex geochemical process and can be variable with the decomposing MSW and whether
other chemicals are present within the MSW matrix.
The depth to the first groundwater table was previously reported to be about 3 m below the
ground surface. A previous investigation, (by others) infers some of the waste may lie below the
groundwater table. Reviewed information suggests the generation of leachate may likely be
governed by horizontal flow of groundwater from areas upgradient of the historic waste material
and a lesser influence from percolating infiltration through the clay soil cover.
Hence, conventional potential environmental concerns presented by the historic waste disposal
area are the subsurface plumes of soil vapour and leachate. Differential ground settlement as
waste materials continually decompose and consolidate will be a secondary concern.
The key results of this Phase I ESA are as follows:
•

Historical records indicate the present configuration of the site has been largely
unchanged since the historic waste disposal activity. Currently, portions of the site are
zoned as either a municipal or environmental reserve. There is (unconfirmed) information
that the historic waste may have encroached onto a portion of the school ground and the
existing running track.

•

Historic information suggests the past disposal of household sanitary waste was
conducted by The City of Red Deer between the period of June 1965 and July 1967.
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•

Previous investigations at the site have delineated the lateral footprint and thickness of
the historic waste material. Limited work was undertaken to characterize the leachate
(estimate of generation, hydrochemistry, redox and toxicity) and no significant work has
been completed to assess the dynamics and pattern of flow of the subsurface plume of
leachate.
• Records from regulatory agencies do not indicate any outstanding environmental concern
on the site.
•

6.0

Adjacent and nearby developments include two schools, public institution, residential
homes and natural areas. There are presently no obvious activities on the adjacent lands
that are interpreted as an environmental concern relative to the site.

CONCLUSION

Review of select historical information pertaining to the site and adjacent lands back to 1949 has
been completed. On the basis of the information reviewed, the historic waste disposal may
consist of household sanitary waste placed to the north of the running track and west of the
westerly pair of oxbow lakes (Gaetz Lakes). At the time of this report, there is no regulatory
indication that an adverse environmental affect has occurred to Gaetz Lakes, The Red Deer
River, the schools or the nearby residential homes relative to the historic waste disposal area.
Based on the information reviewed to date, a Phase II ESA is recommended to better understand
the potential environmental concerns presented by the historic waste disposal activity. A Phase II
ESA for this site should include the following:
•

Refinement of the actual extent of the buried waste materials.

•

Profile the character of the waste including an assessment of the thickness of the waste
material and the character of the bedding (underlying geology) the waste material is
situated on.

•

Assessing the depth to the first water bearing zone and the quality of the groundwater.

•

Determine whether an anoxic condition exists within the waste zone and profile the soil
vapour/gas composition.

•

Further characterize the composition of leachate; and

•

Evaluate the subsurface soil vapour sourced from the historic waste material.

An outline of the proposed Phase II ESA is discussed below. The existing monitoring well
network is presumed to be fully functional and would be utilized for the proposed Phase II ESA.
Other test locations across the site are intended to better understand the plume of leachate from
the historic waste disposal area.
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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PROPOSED SCOPE FOR PHASE II ESA

To investigate the above concerns, proposed test locations are shown on Figure 3. Previous
results delineating the extent of the buried historic waste and the existing monitoring well
network (20 wells) would be utilized. Each existing monitoring well would be field verified and
checked for integrity and function. The objective to utilize the existing infrastructure is to reduce
duplication of previous efforts by others. A key instrument, dedicated soil vapour wells would be
installed to collect discrete soil vapour samples with minimal interference from ambient
atmospheric confounders. The current monitoring wells are not sealed from atmosphere which
hampers the ability to collect a representative sample of soil vapour for laboratory analyses.
As shown on Figure 3, five soil vapour monitoring wells are proposed, three along the northwest
quadrant and two near the school buildings. The risk of subsurface soil vapour to adversely
impact a receptor is limited to the developments adjacent to and near the waste material. Each
soil vapour monitoring well will have a fixed screen interval and sealed from atmosphere with a
sample valve. The soil gas pressure will be measured by an absolute pressure gauge and a sample
of the soil vapour would be evacuated from the soil vapour well into a dedicated and certified
clean Summa canister for laboratory characterization. The objective of the single soil vapour
monitoring well is to characterize the subsurface soil vapour using current industry standards.
Should a more detailed landfill gas assessment be necessary, additional test wells can be
installed.
Presently, there are no widely accepted standards or guidelines that outline an acceptable or
unacceptable level of soil gas, either from composition or toxicity. Site specific judgments are
applied to evaluate the potential environmental impact of soil gas to a development and this
approach has been taken for this project. The soil vapours should be tested via an open-scan to
detect the type and level of volatile compounds in the soil gas. The results of the evaluation of
soil vapours will be applied to develop an interpretation of whether the landfill gas is a
significant concern to the nearby developments.
To map the pattern of flow of groundwater and leachate across the site and relative to the surface
water bodies, the existing monitoring wells (when verified) will be surveyed to a geodetic
elevation and a fixed horizontal datum. As shown on Figure 3, three additional groundwater
wells are proposed to assist with the mapping of the flow pattern, to assess horizontal flow
velocity and evaluate the hydrochemistry prior to discharge to The Red Deer River.
To evaluate the first groundwater unit and whether there are adverse impacts to the soil from the
leachate, the following tests are proposed:
Chemical Parameter
General soil indices pH/EC/total metals
Water indices pH/EC/cations/anions/dissolved metals
Organic and inorganic nutrients in water
Volatile Organic Compounds (US EPA 8260 list)
Petroleum Hydrocarbon fractions F1 + F2
Petroleum Hydrocarbon fractions F1 to F4
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.
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The site and the surrounding area are interpreted to lie within a zone of groundwater recharge.
Thus, a nested pair of groundwater monitoring wells is recommended. Determination of local
groundwater elevations from the existing monitoring wells will assist in establishing the flow
pattern across the site and the relationship to The Red Deer River and Gaetz Lakes.

8.0

STATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS

This Phase I Environmental Site Assessment was conducted on the dates presented within this
report. In light of the information available at the time of preparation, the conditions prevalent
and noted at this time must be recognized as having a limited life. Should activities be introduced
or practices change, either of which may be deemed to comply with generally accepted
environmental practices, the site conditions would be altered sufficiently for this report to be
invalid. This report has been prepared and is intended solely for the use of The City of Red Deer
and their approved designates for the specific application described in Section 1.0 of this report.
This report has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted environmental engineering
practice and no other warranty is made, either expressed or implied. The opinions, conclusions
and recommendations presented herein reflect the best judgment of Tiamat Environmental
Consultant Ltd. (Tiamat), ©2013 Tiamat, all rights reserved. As such, Tiamat reserves the right
to re-evaluate our conclusions in this report should new information become available.
Any use by a third party of this report or any reliance by a third party upon the information,
records or documents in this report is undertaken solely at the risk and responsibility of such
third party. Tiamat shall not in any way be responsible for any damages suffered by a third party
due to decisions or actions taken by a third party on the basis of this report.

9.0

CLOSURE

We trust the information presented herein satisfies your present requirements. Should you have
any questions, please contact our office at (403) 640-9009.
Respectfully submitted,
Tiamat Environmental Consultants Ltd.

CH
Per:

Jessica A.C. Lee, E.I.T.
Environmental Engineer

Per:

Leon T. Mah, P.Eng.
Senior Project Engineer

/kjs

The Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta
Permit To Practice No.: P7109
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Table 1
Summary of Historic Review 1949 to the Present
Lot S Plan 4154RS, Lot IMR Plan 852 0510 and Lot 4ER Plan 912 0819
Red Deer, Alberta
Site Description

Local Quaternary
Geology
Surface Water

Groundwater

Present Land Use
Special
Environmental
Conditions

The historic areas for the disposal of waste lie within Lot S Plan
4154RS and Lot IMR Plan 852 0510 within a portion of the SE
and NE 21-38-27 W4M. Generally, the historic disposal area
(the site), lies along the west side of the westerly pair of oxbow
lakes (Gaetz Lakes). The historic waste disposal area has been
restored to a natural green space bordering the existing facilities
(buildings and track) of the Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive
High School.
Dense gravel and sand overlying bedrock. Bedrock comprises of
interbedded siltstone and clay shale with occasional layers of
sandstone of the Paskapoo Formation.
Notable permanent surface water bodies include Gaetz Lakes
(pair of oxbow lakes) and The Red Deer River winding west and
north of the historic waste areas. The high school is situated on a
built-up area with surface drainage being directed towards the
open field between the school property and Gaetz Lakes. No
obvious environmental concerns for surface water run-on or run
off is noted at the site.
Local topographic map suggests the shallow groundwater may
flow east towards the Gaetz Lakes and then northwards towards
The Red Deer River.
The AENV Groundwater Information Database for the quarter
section SE-21-38-27-W4M indicates no registered water well
and one water source well in the NE-21-38-27- W4M. The
record indicates 36 water source wells in the adjacent quarter
sections having a radius (-805 m) relative to the site.
Site is restored to a natural area, a public pathway borders the
site and the Gaetz Lakes Sanctuary.
Historic records indicate The City of Red Deer placed household
sanitary waste onto the site from June 1965 to July 1967.

Aerial Photographs Reviewed
Original scale of photograph
High resolution digital images
of photographs also viewed.
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Year
Scale
Year
Scale
Year
Scale

1949
1:40,000
1969
1:31,680
2010
Ortho

1950
1:40,000
1970
1:80,000

1962
1:31,680
1972
1:6,000

1966
1:31,680
2007
1:40,000
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Year
1949

1950
1962

1966

1969

1970

Key Observations
Gaetz Lakes are visible with some apparent drainage paths
leading from the northerly tip towards The Red Deer River. An
area of ground disturbance (-80 m x 200 m, more or less) is
visible along the west side of the westerly oxbow lake. The area
for the north portion of the future school appears to be stripped
and surface grading seems to be in progress. Numerous barrack
style housing appears further west of the future school. The
school site is vacant and undeveloped. There is natural drainage
from the south end of the west oxbow lake across the portion of
the future school ground that is adjacent to 55 Street.
Little change observed relative to the 1949 aerial photograph.
Two larger buildings are visible in the school area (Red Deer
Vocational School). Three smaller structures (trade wings) are
noted on the north side of the service road between 58 and 59
Street. A borrow area (ground disturbance) is visible at the
southwest corner of the cleared area, adjacent to 55 Street. The
field south of the school buildings appears to be graded. 42 and
42A Avenues appear to be unimproved roads.
Ground disturbance along the west oxbow lake is clearly
visible. This area for waste disposal is described as an
undivided portion of the SE 21-28 and extends in the NE 21-38.
The waste disposal appears to be contiguous and seems to align
to the northeast corner of Lot Ml and along the shared property
line of Lot S (school grounds). Land immediately west of the
school buildings appears to be developed for surface parking.
The ground disturbance at the southwest corner has grown to
envelop and cross 55 Street. This is likely the initial phase for
the realignment of 40 Avenue and 55 Street with a road
connector. 42A Avenue appears to be paved and connected to
55 Street.
The waste disposal activity appears to be concluded. Residual
indicators on the ground surface suggest uneven grading and revegetation may be in progress. The approximate boundary
between the waste disposal area and the school grounds (Lots S
and Ml) are visible. This property boundary appears to signify
the westerly limit of the historic waste disposal area. Little
changed elsewhere on the school grounds. The 40 Avenue and
55 Street connector is complete.
The school complex appears to have expanded with a structure
on the east side and an expanded wing at the northwest
quadrant. The running track east and south of the school is
visible. The north end of the track appears to be in the
immediate vicinity of the south end of the historic waste area.
Ground disturbance is apparent at the north end of the track.
The disturbance appears to extend northward. Residential
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houses are seen to the south and west of the school grounds.
The remaining land north and west of the historic waste
disposal area appears to be vacant and undeveloped.
1972
The configuration of Lindsay Thurber Comprehensive High
School facilities appears unchanged relative to the 1970 aerial
photograph. Six buildings are visible along the north side of the
school campus. The main school building appears to resemble
the current building configuration. Ground disturbance in the
waste disposal area is clearly evident between the school
building and the oxbow lake.
2007
The current configuration of the school with the running track AP, City
is visible. Two ball diamonds have been developed in the field
immediately south of the school complex. The three structures
(vocational trade wings) on the north side of the service road
between 55 and 58 Streets have been removed and the area
appears graded and vacant. A 6.5 m wide utility R/W lying
extending across the NE and SE 21-38 appears to be aligned
near the easterly boundary of Lot S and possibly adjacent to the
historic waste disposal area (Lot 1MR). Little changed noted
elsewhere on the historic waste disposal area.
2010
The historic waste disposal area and the school complex appear AP, LTO,
to show little change relative to the 2007 aerial photograph.
ELC
Present There are no obvious environmental concerns for this site. Past Site Visit
investigations with reports indicate twenty one (21) monitoring
wells and soil vapour extraction units. This infrastructure is
installed principally between the school complex and the
historic waste disposal area.
Potential Historic waste disposal activity is confirmed on the land currently designated
impact Lot 1 MR Plan 852 0510. Reviewed information available describing the
to site
extent of landfilling, nearby developments and land uses includes a mix of
public institutions, public facilities and residential homes. There are no
notable environmental concerns identified from the adjacent land uses to pose
a concern to the site. Environmental concerns associated with the historic
waste disposal area can potentially pose an adverse impact to Gaetz Lakes,
The Red Deer River and the adjacent lands and developments.
Notes:
AP Aerial Photographs reviewed by Tiamat
City City of Red Deer Municipal Archives and Engineering
HBD Local editions Henderson's Business Directory
LTO Records obtained from Land Title Office
ELCAlberta Environmental Law Centre
AHSAlberta Health Services, Environmental Health
PTMAA - Petroleum Tank Management Association of Alberta
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